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✋ Hello from Singapore
—the “small BIG” city state!



Look, Singapore is 
tiny. It’s 170 
times smaller than 
NY. But…



Singapore is 
dubbed a 
lightning capital—
it has one of the 
highest 
occurrences of 
lightning activity 
in the world.



Singapore is home 
to a third of the 
world's diversity 
of coral species!



A 1ha plot within 
Bukit Timah 
Nature Reserve 
contains more 
tree species than 
the whole of 
North America.



MOM

A Great Workforce. A Great Workplace.



Employers Local workers

UnionsPublic

Employment 
agencies Foreign workers

96 services, ~12.4  million transactions per year



“The ‘Best Customer Experience 
Team’ was awarded to the 
Ministry of Manpower. Their 
entry was lauded as particularly 
outstanding in the way they 
address customer issues –
effective collaborations across 
the organisation to impact CX 
results and going so far as to 
define the language and tone to 
be used.” — CX Asia Awards 
2018



2014



1. 
Finding the 
narrative

2. 
Orchestrating 

experiences

3. 
Democratising 

design

4. 
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infinite game



1. Finding the narrative



Narrative

The stories we tell about 
ourselves—who we are, what 
we do and why we do it. 



“Singapore to be an 
innovation-driven economy 
and a loveable city through 
design by 2025.”

“Singapore is a nation by design. 
Nothing we have today is natural, or 
happened by itself. Somebody thought 
about it, made it happen.”

Lee Hsien Loong, 
Prime Minister of Singapore



“Singapore to be an 
innovation-driven economy 
and a loveable city through 
design by 2025.”



Small BIG city state

Design as enabler

Service excellence



2. Orchestrating experiences



Six blind men and the 
elephant

Each right in their “part” but 
everyone missing the “whole”.



Apply for an 
Employment 
Pass to hire a 
foreign 
professional
2013



Service Design for Business, Ben Reason, Lavrans Løvlie and Melvin Brand

Set up for success!👇

Local employer Foreign employee

Call centre 
staff

Website Service 
centre

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B019YNO76G/








3. Democratising design



Building design 
capabilities

From being a practice of a few 
to a habit of the many.



In 2013, the 
website had 
over 2,000 
pages that 
contained 
jargon, and 
cryptic 
instructions.

Call center folks 
faced the heat

But, employment 
agencies loved the 
confusion



Production 
mindset

“I don’t see what’s 
the problem. The 
information in on 
the website.” —
Internal staff

Consumption 
mindset

“I need to help them 
get their job done.”





Dept Dept

Dept Dept

Content 
team

Content research
Author style guide
Content workflows
Content measurements
Content testing
Author training

Focus on the job-to-be-
done.

Use plain language 
(accurate, clear, 
consistent and 
complete).

Give answers, not 
descriptions.

Give only what users 
need to know at that 
point in time.



Reviewing 1,000 
Pages in 3 Months: 
The Barn Raising 
Method



4. Playing the infinite game



Infinite game

“There are no winners or 
losers in an infinite game, 
there is only ahead and 
behind.” —Simon Sinek



Redesigns must die!





Corporate Communications 
Department

Handles media relations, research, citizen 
engagement, marketing, and digital 
communications.

Website

Customer Responsiveness 
Department

Plans and delivers MOM's services and 
customer responsiveness initiatives.

Website Call centre Service centre



Website

Call centreService centre

Learnings

Automation

Technology 
standards



Dept Dept

Dept Dept

Co-Lab

To collaborate with MOM’s divisions 
to create data-driven and human-
centric policies, programmes and 
customer interactions.
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🙏


